Briefing: Exploring the latest developments in the expansion of the Internet of Things and everyday automation and what these developments mean for the consumer and B2B space.

Takeaway: Here we see a few key themes emerge:
1) Use of IoT solutions to increase general productivity and operational management
2) Elevated customer service through streamlined, contactless and safer solutions
3) All-in-one, connected hubs to help streamline tasks and everyday rituals

Top Microtrends

Automated Warehouse Pallet Solutions
Geek+ and WSR Solutions Launch 'Smart Mixed Case Palletizing'

Contactless B2B Kiosks
imageHOLDERS Launched a Gesture-Controlled Touchless Kiosk

Global IoT Solutions
Huawei Has Launched 'CloudCampus 3.0' To Help Companies Build Campus Networks

IoT-Based Water Management Tools
Vodafone Launches Smart Monitoring Tech for the UK Water Industry

Environmental Data Communications
The Delphi360 IoT Platform Communicates Environmental Statistics

Food Inspection Technologies
ZoomAgri Will Use IoT to Create a New Food Inspection Technology

IoT Restaurant Operations
SmartSense by Digi Monitors Temperature for Food Safety

Smartphone-Controlled Elevators
Otis Elevators are Updated into Hyper-Intelligent Elevators